Snap to Assemble

Leg levelers

pETERMAN
- LUMBER inc. -

Why do you spend so much time with what is underneath your boxes? Check out this slick little PVC
kit that makes leveling your cabinets fast and eﬃcient, and use that extra money in your budget to
add some details that your customer will notice.

PVC toekick

PVC Leg Levelers

- Lightweight PVC design

- Dowel post and screw in options

- Kick Clip slides into groove

- Socket lip shifts weight to vertical
panels, avoiding warping or blowouts
in base cabinets

- Gasket ﬂap to keep out moisture and dirt
- Comes in 9ft lengths

- Lightweight & durable PVC
- Warp resistant
- Quick & easy way to level boxes
- Negative & positive adjustability
- Easily Integrated with PVC toekicks
- 3 heights available: 4”, 4.75“, 5.875”
- 1.25” Total Range of Adjustability
· 1” Factory Setting
· Bonus 0.25 adjustability past stopper point

Flex Corner

90 degree Corner

Flexible corner to hit any angle.

Fits any outside 90 degree corner.
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14
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24mm
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Connector
PVC Toekicks are 9ft long but not all kitchens are. These come in
handy when working with long stretches and nicely cover seams.

Toe kick finish options

Clear Anodized

Stainless Steel

Brill

Black

13
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19mm

Talk to us about
this and other easy
cabinetry solutions

CALIFORNIA

ARIZONA

NEVADA

10330 Elm Ave.
Fontana, CA 92337

4110 W. Washington St.
Suite 200
Phoenix, AZ 85009

5625 Arville Street,
Suite C-D
Las Vegas, NV 89118

P: 909-357-7730

P: 623-936-2627

P: 702-430-3433

Handle Free

solutions

Gola Extrusions

pETERMAN
- LUMBER inc. -

Our Gola System takes the stress out of European handle free cabinetry trends. This channel based
system from Salt Intl. gives you an easy to install, eﬃcient solution to contemporary design that is an
option your customers will like to look at as much as use. Ask your Sales Rep for more information on
system accessories such as end caps and corners, or our LED lighted options.
** System accessories and LED options available.

Gola L-Channel

Gola C-Channel

Gola upper channel

This L shaped extrusion gives both a
decorative ﬂoating countertop and
also eliminates the need to use knob
or pull hardware on the doors. Giving
you a streamlined and modern look.

This C shaped channel can toolessly attach
to cabinets with the support clip and
exposes the decorative metal extrusion to
eliminate the need to use knob or pull
hardware on the doors.

This T shaped proﬁle elegantly lifts your
door away from the cabinet box to
create a contemporary Hardware-free
look that is perfect for uplift or bifold
upper cabinets. This proﬁle is as
functional as it is easy to install.
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Finishes

Clear Anodized

Finishes

Stainless Steel

Brill

Black

Stainless Steel
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